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Monitoring technique with p
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‣ Exploits charged secondary particles: produced by 
projectiles or target fragmentation and emitted at large 
angles (60°-90°) in Z>1 PT treatments (C, He, O);


‣ Charged emission is correlated to the dose release
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G.Traini et al., Phys. Med. 34 2017, 18-27,  doi: 10.1016/j.ejmp.2017.01.004

‣ Capable of detecting ‘target’ 
dis-homogeneities



Monitoring technique: Dose Profiler
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BEAM

DP

Secondaries

Dose Profiler: designed to monitor the beam range by means of the on-line 
reconstruction of the charged secondary particles tracks

It is designed to be integrated in the CNAO 
treatment room, in the framework of the INSIDE 
(INnovative Solution for In-beam DosimEtry in 
hadrontherapy) project.

Giusy’s Talk

The DP objective is to 
track protons=> with 

backtracking we 
reconstruct proton 

emission point, thus BP.
G.Traini’s Poster: more details!
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Dose Profiler

Saint Gobain BCF-12


Squared, 500 μm2


Double cladding layer 
(4%)


Trapping efficiency 7.2%

6 planes, each one composed of 
2 orthogonally oriented 
scintillating fibres layers, 
providing the x-y views 
coordinate

2 planes, each one composed of 
2 segmented thicker plastic 
scintillators (6 mm), for trigger 
purposes and a high resolution 
energy measurement

32 channels BASIC_32_ADC


Self-triggering 

Zero suppression


Charge amplifier with 
adjustable shaping

 Silicon Photomultipliers 
(1 mm2 area), resulting in a 
~300 um spatial resolution 

READOUT	System

G.Traini’s Poster: 
more details!
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Dose Profiler@TestBeams: PROTONS
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Backtracking  resolution

Mono-energetic proton beams have 
been used to measure DP efficiency 
and resolution;

Plastic scintillator detectors have 
been exploited for external trigger 
purposes; 

Proton 
Beam 
Spot
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Dose Profiler@TestBeams: CARBON

Secondary protons have been 
measured with different targets (thin, 
thick, anthropomorphic) and 
configurations (60 and 90 degrees)
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Event 
display: 
tracking of 
the 
secondary 
protons
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Dose Profiler@TestBeams: CARBON

Secondary proton have been 
measured with different targets (thin, 
thick, anthropomorphic) and 
configurations (60 and 90 degrees)
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Joint data taking with 
INSIDE_PET detectors!

Giusy’s team
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z

x
y: vertical axis

12C beam

DP

RANDO

monitor	
chambers

Preliminary (rough) attempt of 
pencil beam standalone 
reconstruction using POCA 
(POint of Closest Approach)  of 
tracks from consecutive events.

Side view
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Top view

Treatment plan, a grid of 9 points, 
in x,y @ 220MeV

Dose Profiler@TestBeams: CARBON
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Dose Profiler
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Different	absorption

In order to reconstruct the emission profile at 
production we have to take info account the 
matter absorption.. many different densities!
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Dose Profiler
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Using the MC 
simulation and a back-
filtering algorithm we 
reconstructed the 
emission profile from a 
heterogeneous 
phantom  

Secondaries
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Near Future
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Finalise the reconstruction code that takes into account the absorption in 
the patient of the secondary protons to maximise the precision in 
correlating the measured spectrum with the BP position;

Implement communication between DP and the Dose Delivery System of 
the CNAO treatment room. Needed to:


Include the beam direction info in the reconstruction

Obtain the start signal for the data transfer when the spill is off


Test of the Dose profiler data taking with a patient; 

Porting of the on-line reconstruction code on GPU system

Optimisation of the operation conditions: distance from patient, 

angle with respect to the beam

Evaluation of the performance on selected patients and pathologies;

Development of a clinical protocol that foresees the use of the 

profiler feedback in standard treatment; 
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Neutrons
Secondary neutrons are the main cause of additional dose to healthy tissues; moreover that  dose 
can be released, in a not well known way, far away from the treated volume. The incidence (years 
after the treatment) of Secondary Malignant Neoplasms is connected with this phenomenon of 
additional dose and impacts directly the quality and the expectation of life of the patient.

SMN: Secondary Malignant Neoplasms

Radiation absorbed dose

Risk of SMN mortality

Risk of SMN incidence

Nature Reviews | Cancer

risk factors. The risk estimates in FIG. 4 are therefore 
only qualitative, but the calculation with the colour 
scale clearly shows how the dose is a poor predictor of 
risk, and large organ-specific differences can be found 
between incidence and mortality risks.

Studies comparing SMN risks that are associ-
ated with contemporary proton and photon therapies 
have consistently found that proton therapy confers 
smaller overall predicted risk of SMNs for children 
with medullo blastoma89,90 and for adults with prostate 
cancer91 and liver cancer92. The models found a negli-
gible difference between lifetime risk of SMN incidence 
from passive versus scanned proton craniospinal irra-
diation: the risk was mostly attributable to therapeutic 
radiation, not leakage neutrons93–95. Similar findings 
were obtained for several patients treated for prostate 
cancer91,96. Perhaps the most important findings, how-
ever, are from comparative studies of passively scat-
tered proton therapy and photon IMRT. These studies 
revealed that the largest reductions in predicted risk 
were obtained by replacing IMRT with proton therapy91, 
even after taking into account the stray and leakage neu-
trons that are associated with proton therapy. In fact, 
these findings were significant even when taking into 
account the large uncertainties in neutron RBE values 
(FIG. 2c) for carcinogenesis90.

New challenges
The problem of SMNs in paediatric radiotherapy 
patients is technically complex and challenging. There is 
good epidemiological evidence that radiation therapy  
is making a crucial contribution to long-term survival of 
childhood cancers, but it is also causing a high incidence 
of SMNs among survivors of childhood cancer. Given 
the size and consequences of this problem, it is vital that 
we meet our obligation to ensure that any avoidable and 
detrimental exposures to radiation are as low as can be 
reasonably achievable. However, it will be challenging 
to precisely define a reasonably low level of exposure 
in terms of risk/benefit, and difficult to predict how 
much can be reasonably achieved with finite effort and 
expense97.

Fortunately, there are several avenues of research 
available to reduce SMN risks from particle radiotherapy. 
Modifying treatment units to reduce stray radiation is an 
obvious and attractive approach32. This can be accom-
plished by reducing the production of stray radiation 
inside the treatment unit and by increasing its attenu-
ation with additional local shielding. For example, sim-
ple enhancements to a passively scattered proton nozzle 
(shielding) and treatment technique (distance) reduced 
the dose to paediatric patients by up to 40–50%95. New 
research studies are needed to strengthen the initial evi-
dence used to design personalized treatment strategies, 
such as the selection of radiation type that is likely to have 
the least detrimental effects, and treatment techniques, 
such as beam angles. The long latency times for SMNs 
require that research uses computational approaches to 
develop risk mitigation strategies, supplemented with 
radiobiological and radioepidemiological data as they 
become available.

Moreover, we should compare the stray therapeutic 
radiation with the dose from diagnostic procedures, 
which is rapidly increasing and causing concern for 
long-term risk in the population98,99. In most cases 
imaging during therapy accounts for less than 20% of 
the stray therapeutic radiation, but with the extensive 
applications of IGRT with daily portal imaging or cone-
beam CT using MV X-rays, whole-body exposures of up 
to 100 mGy per day are possible, thus exceeding those 
caused by the scatter radiation from the therapeutic 
beam100. When possible, orthogonal pairs of images with 
kV X-rays should be used to reduce the dose, consid-
ering that for paediatric patients the dose to important 
structures from kV cone-beam CT can be twofold to 
threefold higher than for adults101

The main research issues for SMNs in distal organs 
and for those in the radiation field for paediatric patients 
are summarized in TABLE 1. In both high- and low-dose 
regions, the shape of the dose–response curve and its 
dependence on fractionation for carcinogenesis should 
be determined: this is clearly organ-specific, and it is 
therefore important to collect information about organ 

Figure 4 | Dose and risk distribution for second cancer. 
A 9-year-old girl received craniospinal irradiation for 
medulloblastoma using passively scattered proton beams 
at the M.D. Anderson Cancer Center, USA. The colour scale 
illustrates the difference for absorbed dose, incidence and 
mortality cancer risk in different organs. Radiation 
absorbed dose depends strongly on patient anatomy and 
treatment factors. Risk of second malignant neoplasm 
(SMN) incidence and mortality varies strongly with 
radiation dose, but, importantly, it also varies strongly 
between organs, the age of the patient at exposure and the 
attained age, sex and genetic profile, as well as other 
factors. Consequently, as this figure illustrates, dose is a 
poor biomarker for SMN risk. In future, novel risk 
visualization and analysis methods will be needed to 
facilitate routine risk-adapted, personalized clinical 
decision making.

REVIEWS
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Considering the uncertainty, an upper limit of 0.2 mSv for 
the uterine dose was estimated40. Both the mother and the 
child are healthy and do not have radiotherapy-related 
complications 3 years after treatment.

Taken together, these data suggest that particle therapy 
is typically not causing an increase in the dose to distal 
organs compared with high-energy IMRT. However, great 
care should be taken in comparing these values, which 
generally refer to the effective dose41,42 (BOX 1), a contro-
versial radiological unit. Indeed, effective doses use tissue 
weighting factors that are estimated by several stochastic 
end points, and do not include any age- or gender-
dependence in cancer risk43. Especially for paediatric 
patients, the assumption that weighting factors are inde-
pendent of age at exposure is tenuous. Cancer is a tissue-
specific disease, and there is no evidence that the shape of 
the dose–response curve is the same for different organs. 
The International Commission on Radiological Protection 
(ICRP) indeed recognizes that the use of effective dose in 
medical applications may be inappropriate and it would be 

more useful to calculate the risks for specific age and gen-
der groups, using absorbed or equivalent doses to organs 
and tissues and age-related risk factors44.

Mechanisms of radiation-induced carcinogenesis
Ionizing radiation has been recognized as a carcino-
genic agent by the World Health Organization for many 
years45,46. Although early indications of radiation-induced 
cancers came from radiologists and other radiation 
workers, certainly the main epidemiological evidence 
of radiogenic carcinogenesis in humans and its dose–
response relationship comes from the 1945 atomic bomb 
(A-bomb) survivor cohort47. Leukaemia and many solid 
cancers (especially lung, colon, breast and thyroid can-
cer) have been linked to radiation exposure46. The risks 
of developing a solid tumour after radiation exposure 
are reasonably well described by linear dose–response 
functions in the dose range from 0.2 Sv to 2 Sv (FIG. 3). 
However, epidemiology does not provide the necessary 
information for SMNs in radiotherapy patients, in which 

Figure 2 | Secondary neutron dose in particle therapy. a | Schematic diagram of a spinal treatment field in particle 
therapy. A small diameter beam of charged particles (red) enters the treatment apparatus, which spreads the beam to a 
clinically useful size and collimates it to spare healthy tissues. Stray neutron radiation (green) is created by proton-induced 
nuclear reactions in the treatment unit and in the patient. The neutron doses provide no therapeutic benefit but increase 
the predicted risk that a patient will develop a second cancer later in life as a result of radiation exposure. b | The energy 
spectrum of photoneutrons produced by megavoltage X-rays and secondary neutrons produced by nuclear interactions of 
charged particles is complex. The figure shows recent neutron spectral measurements at the ELEKTA Linac accelerator in 
the Klinikum Goethe Universität of Frankfurt, Germany, operated at 25 MV, and at GSI, Darmstadt, Germany, with a 200 MeV 
per nucleon 12C pencil beam stopping in a water target. The energy in MeV is on the x axis in log-scale, whereas the 
 y axis gives the number of neutrons counted per unit solid angle (in millisteradiants (msr)) and per unit dose (in Gy) to  
the target. Photoneutrons were measured at 10 cm or 40 cm from the target area. Secondary neutrons produced by the  
12C ions were measured at two angles from the beam path (for details of the measurements see REF. 38). The yield of 
neutrons decreases by increasing the distance from the target or the scattering angle, but clearly X-rays produce mostly 
neutrons around 1 MeV, and particle therapy neutrons with energies around 100 MeV. These different spectra result in 
different (organ-specific) risk factors. c | Neutron radiation weighting factor w

R
 (BOX 1) is shown as a function of the neutron 

energy according to the latest International Commission of Radiological Protection recommendation44. The most effective 
neutrons are considered to be those with energies around 1 MeV. Part b courtesy of C. La Tessa, GSI, Darmstadt, Germany.
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Track secondary neutrons
Characterise neutron emission shape and spectra
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readout (left row) and the other one in which a SPADnet sensor is used instead. The image 
intensifier stage parameters (photocathode conversion efficiency: εphot, active area: εgeo and 
photon collection efficiency: εcoll) were computed assuming that a GEM-based readout had 
been implemented on the single detector side.

The quantum efficiency (QE) of the sensor is different in the two cases, and accounts for the 
different wavelength of the light. The expected fill factor (FF), accounting for the area of the sensor 
that is not active but hosts the readout electronics, and the effective number of SPADs that have an 
affordable noise level and can be operated (‘turned on’ during the data acquisition, NSpadOn), are 
instead characteristics of the SPADnet sensor, and are the same in both readout schemes.

In table  1, the different inputs used in the calculation of the photoelectron number are 
summarised: a total of  ∼450 photoelectrons (ph.e.) and  ∼6 ph.e. are expected in each readout 
pixel (Nph.e.

pixel), with or without the image intensifier stage, respectively.
A conservative assumption of the expected energy and the performance of the direction 

angle resolution attainable with the MONDO tracker can be made using the published Sontrack 
(Ryan et al 1999, Donzella et al 2005, 2010) results: /  ( )σ ∼E FWHM 4%E  and σ∼ 4.6  at 35 
MeV were measured and improved with increasing energy. As the size of the MONDO tracker 
is larger, with a readout system that is expected to be as efficient as the commercial CCD-
based one implemented within Sontrack, the performance reported above can be taken as a 
conservative estimate.

6. Preliminary tests on a prototype

The measurement of the light readout capability of the SPADnet prototype fibres was carried 
out at the Beam Test Facility (BTF) of the INFN, Laboratori Nazionali di Frascati (LNF), with 
electrons that have energy in the 100–450 MeV range. The aim of the test was the assessment 
of the capabilities of the sensor for the readout of the scintillation light produced within the 
fibres.AQ5

Table 1. The expected number of photons ( γNprod) and photo electrons in each pixel of 
the readout system (Nph.e.

pixel) that are produced by a proton that crosses a fibre with 250 µm 
sides. The different contributions, either relating to the presence of an intensifier stage 
or to the characteristics of the readout sensor, are outlined and compared.

Deposit energy in fibre 100 keV in  µ250 m

Fibre light yield 8000 ph. MeV−1

Fibre trapping efficiency 7%

NPh .
prod 60 ph.

Readout technology Intensifier Single photon

εphot 20% —
εgeo 30% —
εcoll 50% —
Intensification factor 104 —
NPh .

coll ×20 103 ph. 60 ph.

Sensor QE 10% 40%
Sensor fill factor 40% 40%
NSpadOn 60% 60%

Nph.e.
pixel 450 ph.e. 6 ph.e.

M Marafini et alPhys. Med. Biol. 00 (2017) 1
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Deposited energy per fibre

Light yield (BCF-12)
Trapping eff. (double clad.)

=> customised readout to 
collect the scintillation light

Confidential and proprietary 

 
April 1, 2016 

L. Gasparini, D. Stoppa 
Integrated Radiation & Image Sensors 

Fondazione Bruno Kessler 

A Single Photon 
Avalanche Diode SPAD 
Array based sensor 
(CMOS technology) is 
under development with 
Fondazione Bruno 
Kessler (FBK)

=> Detector size: 10 x 10 x 20 cm3

Neutrons
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A conservative assumption of the expected energy and the performance of the direction 

angle resolution attainable with the MONDO tracker can be made using the published Sontrack 
(Ryan et al 1999, Donzella et al 2005, 2010) results: /  ( )σ ∼E FWHM 4%E  and σ∼ 4.6  at 35 
MeV were measured and improved with increasing energy. As the size of the MONDO tracker 
is larger, with a readout system that is expected to be as efficient as the commercial CCD-
based one implemented within Sontrack, the performance reported above can be taken as a 
conservative estimate.

6. Preliminary tests on a prototype

The measurement of the light readout capability of the SPADnet prototype fibres was carried 
out at the Beam Test Facility (BTF) of the INFN, Laboratori Nazionali di Frascati (LNF), with 
electrons that have energy in the 100–450 MeV range. The aim of the test was the assessment 
of the capabilities of the sensor for the readout of the scintillation light produced within the 
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Table 1. The expected number of photons ( γNprod) and photo electrons in each pixel of 
the readout system (Nph.e.

pixel) that are produced by a proton that crosses a fibre with 250 µm 
sides. The different contributions, either relating to the presence of an intensifier stage 
or to the characteristics of the readout sensor, are outlined and compared.
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Nph.e.
pixel 450 ph.e. 6 ph.e.
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Deposited energy per fibre

Light yield (BCF-12)
Trapping eff. (double clad.)

=> customised readout to 
collect the scintillation light

Confidential and proprietary 
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Integrated Radiation & Image Sensors 

Fondazione Bruno Kessler 

A Single Photon 
Avalanche Diode SPAD 
Array based sensor 
(CMOS technology) is 
under development with 
Fondazione Bruno 
Kessler (FBK)

=> Detector size: 10 x 10 x 20 cm3

Neutrons

Merging	of	SPAD	signals	
(OR	tree,	monostables,	…)	

SPAD	
19×19μm2	ac@ve	area	
25×25μm2	incl.	GR	and	spacing	

SRAM,	front-end	and		
quenching	×3	
25×25μm2	

Space	leL	for		
discriminator	

5-bit	Digital	counter	
5bit×6×16μm2	
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MONDO
A MONDO detector description in MC FLUKA simulation has been implemented (the 
readout system has been simulated as well). Elastic and inelastic interaction study:

thr. 12 MeV on protons

p full containment

Detector:
10 x 10 x 20 cm3


250 µm fibres

Detection:

Constraints:

The detector can exploit single ES for neutron cross-section measurements with thin 
target (assuming vertex position) and for neutron beam monitoring applications.

Preliminary
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MONDO
A MONDO detector description in MC FLUKA simulation has been implemented (the 
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MONDO
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A different proton recoil kinetic energy measurements has to be introduced in this 
case: energy loss and timing information are currently under study. 

A dedicated study has been performed in order to understand how full proton 
containment request impacts on MONDO detection probability:

Detection efficiency of 
DES interactions, 
decreases of a factor ~5 
for higher energy neutrons 
(protons), when requiring 
the full containment

Detector:
10 x 10 x 20 cm3


250 µm fibres

Detection:

Preliminary



MONDO@TestBeams
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PENELOPE has been tested at the experimental ASSP facility of Trento with protons

Thin 
scintillator

5.5cm

1cm

Penelope

4cm

1cm

STS 2STS 1

250mm

=> PENELOPE detector prototype: 
4 x 4 x 4.8 cm3

SPADnet  sensor is used 
as readout prototype

16 x 8 pixels of 600 µm, sensor 
~0.5 cm2 FF ~40 %, QE ~ 33%

p beam

Two readout: multi-
anode commercial 
PMT and Spad-net 
silicon sensor;

Monochromatic 
beams at different 
energies [60-220] MeV 



MONDO@TestBeams
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1o PENELOPE readout: FBK spadnet sensor 
(128 ch., 600µm per pixel )

Online readout

protons

This readout allowed to understand 
that protons release enough energy in 
the fibres to trigger (self trigger) the 
sensor and acquire the events;

charge and timing 
information both 
inline and offline
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1o PENELOPE readout: FBK spadnet sensor 
(128 ch., 600µm per pixel )

protons

Deposit energy in the fibres 
readout with FBK sensor

Preliminary
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1o PENELOPE readout: FBK spadnet sensor 
(128 ch., 600µm per pixel )

protons

Deposit energy in the fibres 
readout with FBK sensor

Preliminary
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Near Future
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Design and construction of the full size detector with scintillating 
fibres organised in x-y oriented layers: 10 x 10 x 20 cm3;


 Production of the first SBAM sensor test chip. Realisation of a 
prototype tile sensor;


Test measurements with proton beam (Trento) with SBAM sensor 
test chips


Reconstruction Software: event display and event reconstruction;


New SBAM sensors (full run);

Full detector instrumentation;

Measurements of neutrons produced in PMMA during Carbon ion 

(CNAO) and proton (TIFPA) irradiation; 



Conclusions
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Our group work in WP2 is focused in improving the quality 
assurance in Particle Therapy (PT), especially for Z>1 PT beams 
(es. carbon ion);


The strategy follows a multiple approach: 


measurements 
design 
realisation of different devices 

exploiting the different nuclear interactions;


The synergy with PT centres is of fundamental importance!
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